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Development of novel multiplexed systems 
for in situ PLA

John Broberg

Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Protein finns överallt i levande varelser, de utför och är involverade i alla biologiska processer. Allt från tillväxt och näringsupptag, till intrikata signalsystem för kontroll av genuttryck och cell till cell kommunikation. De bygger också upp kroppens alla vävnader och utför underhåll i  kroppens alla celler. Protein är därför intressanta molekyler att studera i jakten på förståelse om  hur  kroppen fungerar,  samt  hur  man ska  kunna  bota  sjukdomar  och  tillstånd  där  en individs protein inte fungerar som de ska eller saknas helt. För att göra detta måste man först  identifiera  dem  och  ta  reda  på  deras  funktion  i  kroppen,  samt  hur  de  interagerar  med varandra och andra protein.
In  situ  Proximity  Ligation  Assay  (in  situ PLA)  är  en  av  många  metoder  för  att  studera förekomsten och uttrycket (mängden) av protein i cell- och vävnadsprov, till exempel från  en patient. Metoden använder sig av en primärantikropp som binder till det undersökta proteinet och  ett  par  av  sekundära  antikroppar  som  i  sin  tur  binder  till  primärantikroppen.  När sekundärantikropparna är nära varandra, i proximitet, interagerar dessa via DNA sekvenser som  är  kopplade  till  sekundärantikropparna  och  det  syns  lysande  signaler  som  man  kan detektera och räkna i mikroskop.Det här arbetet går ut på att utveckla in situ PLA till ett multiplex så man kan detektera flera protein samtidigt i ett givet prov, eller detektera flera proteininteraktioner än vad som tidigare var möjligt.
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 1 Terminology and Abbreviations

Accuracy The measured values closeness to the true value

Amplification solution Solution containing fluorescently labeled detection probes and nucleotides

Atto-488 Green fluorophore

Atto-550 Orange fluorophore

Blocking solution Solution containing blocking agent to suppress unspecific antibody binding

DAPI 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, Blue fluorophore for staining of the nucleus 

Dynamic range The range of concentration or amount that can be accurately measured.

FFPE Formalin-Fixed, Paraffin-Embedded 

Her-2 Human Epidermal growth factor Receptor 2 

in silico Performed via computer simulation

in situ In place/on site

in vitro In glass/test tube 

in vivo In life

Ligation solution Solution containing connector 1 and 2 sequence elements

PFA Paraformaldehyde

PLA Proximity Ligation Assay

Precision Or reproducibility. The closeness of measured values of repeated experiments 

RCA Rolling Circle Amplification 

Selectivity Sensitivity and specificity

Sensitivity Ability to detect positive results, high value means few false negatives

Sequence group Set of sequences for connector 1 and 2,  PLA probe arm PLUS and MINUS 

SKBR-3 Cell line overexpressing the HER2/c-erb-2 gene product 

Specificity Ability to detect negative results, high value means few false positives

TH Threshold, manually set parameter during Duolink Image Tool analysis

Tm Melting temperature

TK1 Thymidine kinase 1
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 2 Introduction

 2.1 Protein Detection, Monitoring the Workers and Machinery of LifeProteins are ubiquitous molecules in all forms of cellular life. They are the workers and machinery of  life,  its  structure,  its  signalling systems and its  administrators.  In their essence, they are life. The  roles  of  proteins  in  organisms  are  plentiful  and  varied.  They  constitute  the structural elements that shape cells and organelles, receptors and ligands in extra- or intra-cellular  signaling,  as  well  as  being  signal  molecules  in  themselves.  Enzymes catalyzing  chemical  reactions  as  varying  as  the  proteins  enabling  them,  transport molecules and carrying out maintenance of the cellular compartments and DNA. They control  the  expression  of  genes,  transcription,  translation  and  posttranslational modifications, from DNA to RNA to, yet again, protein. The list goes on and on. 1 In short, proteins are very important molecules and as such are very interesting to study. As  the  mapping  of  the  human  proteome  continues,  in  such  projects  as  the  Human Protein Atlas,  the understanding of protein interaction and localization in the human organism grows ever more complex by each protein target investigated.2 The complexity of the proteome, and the gradual understanding  of its inner workings, creates a need for more precise and accurate ways of detecting said targets. Not only is general detection and localization important, but to know what the role of a protein is, one has to find and investigate its interaction partners, possible posttranslational modifications or part in protein complexes.3There are several methods of studying protein concentration or presence in samples, be it in vivo, in situ or in vitro. The general approach make use of antibodies specific toward the  protein  studied.  From  there  the  methods  differ.  Some  method  make  use  of fluorescently labeled antibodies (Immunofluorescence) others make use of antibodies coupled  to  an  enzyme  which  converts  a  chemical  into  a  color,  fluorescent   or  an electrochemical signal (Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, Immunohistochemistry).4 Other methods utilizes antibodies coupled to DNA oligomers designed so an enhanced signal  readout  can  be  obtained  when  antibodies  bind  to  their  specific  targets,  by polymerase  chain  reaction  (Proximity  extension  assay)  or  by  fluorescently  labeled oligonucleotides binding to a Rolling circle amplification (RCA) product (PLA).5, 6
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 2.2 Olink Bioscience and the Proximity Ligation AssayDuolinkTM is  an  in  situ PLA  assay  developed  by  Olink  Bioscience.  It  is  a  reagent  kit containing  the  necessary  solutions  to  perform the  assay.  The  user  provides  primary antibodies to the antigen target(s) of interest and the cell or tissue slides with the cell  line(s) to be investigated.
 2.2.1 In situ PLA principleTwo primary primary antibodies raised in two different species (most commonly used are rabbit and mouse but goat is also available) recognize the target antigen or antigens of interest. See Figure 1 for an illustration of the PLA principle.After the primary antibodies bind the antigen(s), a solution containing PLA probe PLUS and MINUS are added to the sample. These species-specific probes are each conjugated with a unique DNA oligomer,  in this  report  called “probe arms”.  Two connector DNA oligomers  and  ligase  are  added  in  the  subsequent  ligation  step.  The  connector oligonucleotides are partly complementary to the probe arms of both PLA probe PLUS and MINUS and contain sequence specific sites identical to the later added detection probes. When the PLA probes are in close proximity, the connector oligomers hybridize to the probe arms and are enzymatically ligated to create a DNA-circle ready for RCA. The following amplification, primed by the PLUS arm, by a polymerase result in a several  hundred-fold amplification of the DNA-circle, and as a result contain several hundred sites complementary to the fluorophore labeled detection oligonucleotide. When analyzed using a fluorescence microscope the  RCA products,  consequently the antigen  or  antigen  interactions  studied,  are  visible  as  bright  fluorescent  spots  for qualitative or quantitative analysis, preferably using a image analysis software.
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 2.2.2 Applications and featuresOne of the main features of in situ PLA is just that, in situ. It can be used on unmodified cell and tissue samples, fresh, frozen or formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded, without the need to over-express the target antigen. There are also a few choices available when 
5

Figure 1: Illustration of the in situ PLA 
principle.

A: Primary antibodies recognize target 
antigen(s). 

B: Species specific PLA probes bind to 
primary antibodies. 

C:  Connector  oligonucleotides  hybri-
dize  to  PLA  probe  arm  PLUS  and 
MINUS. 

D:  Enzymatical  ligation  of  the  two 
connector oligos result  in  a complete 
DNA circle. 

E: The PLUS arm primes the circle for 
RCA, resulting in hundreds of copies of 
the DNA circle. 

F-G:  Fluorescently  labeled  detection 
oligonucleotides  in  the  amplification 
solution hybridize to the hundreds of 
complementary  sites  on  the  RCA 
product. 

H:  The  multi-labeled  RCA  products 
show  up  as  bright  fluorescent  spots 
when  analyzed  with  fluorescence 
microscope.

Pictures  taken  from  Olink  Bioscience  
in situ PLA technology animation, and  
used  with  permission  from  Mats  
Gullberg, Olink Bioscience.
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setting  up  the  assay.  The  choices  are  single  recognition,  dual  recognition,  protein interaction assay or protein modification assay as seen in figure 2.One other main feature is localization. In addition to the qualitative and quantitative data obtained, the in situ PLA assay can also be used to determine where the interactions or antigens are located in the cells or tissue. The RCA product is covalently anchored to PLA probe PLUS and give rise to a discrete PLA signal. Thus showing the cellular localization of the event.

 2.3 Aim of the ProjectThis project's main goal is to create and evaluate a multiplexing system that can be used in conjunction with the Duolink  in situ PLA. By addition of several novel components, both separate from and interchangeable with the existing Duolink II reagents. It aims to enhance the usefulness of the existing technology. In layman's terms, it aims to create more building blocks to play with. The  in situ  PLA technology utilizes DNA oligomers covalently conjugated to secondary antibodies (PLA Probes) specific to the species of the primary antibodies. These probe arms hybridize to connector oligomers complementary to the arms. When in proximity of each other (ideally when the primary antibodies are in proximity of each other) and with the addition of a ligase the connector oligomers ligate to each other, using the arms as templates, to create a DNA-circle available for RCA.
6

Figure 2: The different assay choices available using Duolink in situ PLA technology. A: Single recognition assay, 
probes  targeting  one  primary  antibody,  used  as  a  highly  sensitivity  means  of  target  detection.  B:  Dual 
recognition assay, enhances the specificity of the assay by using two primary antibodies to the same target. C: 
Interaction  assay,  a  PLA  signal  will  only  occur  if  the  target  antigens  are  in  close  proximity.  D:  Protein 
modification assay, a PLA signal will only occur if protein target is modified, eg. If phosphorylated.  Figure used  
with permission from Mats Gullberg, Olink Bioscience.
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These  DNA  sequence  dependent  interactions  make  it  possible  to  design  connector oligomers and probe arms that could be used to create a multiplex systems for detection of  separate  proteins  or  protein  interactions  in  situ,  or  used  to  compare  the  level  of interaction of two  different proteins  to one common partner in the same sample.The secondary goal of the project is to evaluate the potential use of an internal standard. Because this requires two separate signaling systems  it is made possible only if the main goal is reached.
 2.4 Multiplexing Immunoassays and in situ PLAMultiplexed protein detection and measurement is a rapidly growing field among the biological  sciences.  The  prospect  of  being  able  to  do  multiplexed  high-throughput screens  in  research,  drug  discovery  or  disease  diagnostics  is  an  enticing  one.7  The sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, precision and dynamic range of immunoassays are all dependent on its antibodies. A problem that arises when multiplexing immunoassays is; more antibodies targeting different antigens in a sample leads to higher cross reactivity between antibodies, an increase in unspecific binding, and general interference between molecules. This would lead to a decrease in the above mentioned parameters.8 Albeit the in situ proximity ligation assay suffers from poor accuracy, or rather it is near impossible  to  measure  its  accuracy  in  situ without  addition  of  a  known  quantity  of antigen. It is highly sensitive and specific due to its dual primary antibodies and signal amplification using RCA. In theory the lower limit of the dynamic range of in situ PLA is one molecule, and the upper, all of them depending on the affinity and concentration of  the antibodies and PLA probes used. The last is not applicable as the concentration of antibody required to maintain a saturated antibody-antigen equilibrium will influence the selectivity negatively. Multiplexing in situ PLA will only increase its already high precision as the signal levels of at least two targets can be compared between experiments to determine whether its a variation within the samples or the assay, i.e if one target is used as an internal standard.  Its  selectivity  is  enhanced  by  the  use  of  dual  recognition  in  conjunction  with  DNA hybridization to create a PLA signal, making false positives and negatives a rare event, and should not be drastically altered by multiplexing as the sequence groups work as separate units. This is of course highly dependent on the affinity of the antibodies used.
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 3 Materials and MethodsThe  in  situ PLA  experiments  performed  during  this  project  are  all  pretty  straight forward,  and  the  general  idea  is  that  it  is  supposed  to  be  that  way.  Needlessly complicated assays, be it immunoassays, enzymatic assays or any other assay,  is a bore  and a thorn in side for the laboratory worker trying to perform them. In worst cases it  results in handling errors or a complete failure of the assay. In this section I will try to show some of the work that lies behind each assay performed during  this  project.  The  underlying  components,  although sometimes  quite  complex, when put together correctly result in an easy to use and uncomplicated experimental setup and subsequent analysis.
 3.1 Molecules and Solutions.Primary antibodies used were ordered from antibody supliers Cell Signal Technology®, Abcam® and  R&D  Systems®.9,10,11 All  novel  oligonucleotides  were  ordered  from biomers.net as is or containing specific modifications.12 Wash buffer A contain 0.01 M Tris, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween 20 in high purity water. Wash buffer B contain  0.2 M Tris  and 0.1 M NaCl in high purity water.  The ligation solution  is  a  premade  solution  containing  the  connector  elements  1  and  2  for  the sequence  groups  to  be  used,  diluted  in  a  specific  ligation  buffer.  The  amplification solution is a premade solution containing the detection oligonucleotides inherent to the sequence  groups  to  be  used,  as  well  as  nucleotides  for  RCA,  dilution  in  a  specific  amplification buffer
 3.2 Sequence Design (Gyromancy or Intelligent Design?)The four unique sequences, the two oligonucleotides constituting the probe arms and the two connectors, are in this report called a “sequence group”. The detection probe sequences are determined by the sequence of connector 1, or vice versa as will be seen later,  and  are  not  unique  in  that  sense.  Figure  3  depicts  a  sequence  group  and  its expected complementarity. At the start of this project five possible sequence groups were premade, preordered and available for testing along with the corresponding fluorescent detection probes. None of them worked correctly and all  of  them gave rise to false positive signals  even when 
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omitting  primary  antibodies  and  PLA probes completely. That is what happens when you try to take shortcuts. The probe arms of these five sequence groups were not conjugated to species-specific  secondary  antibodies.  Instead they  contained  long  sequences complementary  to  the  existing  Duolink probe arms in an attempt to easily test the sequence groups without having to conjugate the oligomers to antibodies. It failed  due  to  the  complementarity between  the  new  arms  and  Duolink probes being to weak (the melting temperature between strands to low) resulting in dissociation and rise of false signals, probably due to the long DNA strands' negative  charge making the  arms stick to the  sample  cells  at  random,  inducing false  positive  signals when the connector oligomers hybridize and are primed by the PLUS arm.So why bring it up? These first trials provided a framework to work within. Five PLUS arms,  five  MINUS arms,  and four detection probe sequences  which could be used to predict the best possible combinations of these sequences  in silico to create sequence groups with a reasonably high probability of success. Although in need of redesign, the initial trials proved that you could get signals using these sequences. 
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Figure  3: A  schemtic  view  of  the  sequences  in  a 
sequence group and their internal dependecies. Figure  
used  with  permission  from  Mats  Gullberg,  Olink  
Bioscience.

Connector 2

Probe arm 
PLUS

Probe arm
MINUS

Connector 1



 3.2.1 In silico prediction of TmPrediction  of  melting  temperatures  of sequence groups were performed using a free  webserver  application.13,  14  After initial  wet-lab  trials  two  pairs  of  probe arms  were  deemed  good  enough  to continue evaluating. When looking at figure 3 one may realize that  connector 1 contain all  information about a sequence group, which two probe arms  are  connected  to  it  and  which detector oligonucleotide sites lie between. This  fact  be  used  to  predict  potentially multiplex-able  sequence  groups.  A general outline of the sequence selection process  used  during  this  project  can  be seen as a flowchart in figure 4.
 3.2.2 Connector 1 The  first  step  was  to  create  the  best possible connector 1.  Where best means the lowest possible melting temperature towards itself, whilst containing all the relevant sequence pieces as seen the schematic layout of connector 1 in figure 5. If the melting temperature is to high it might result in lower affinity of the connector towards the probe arms or an inability of the later added detection  probes  to  bind  to  the  RCA product  in  sufficient  amounts,  due  to  the  RCA product being to strongly complementary to itself.
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Figure  5: Schematic  layout  of  connector  1  sequence  elements.  A:  Probe  arm  MINUS.  B-C: Detection 
oligonucleotide sites D: Probe arm PLUS.

5' A B C D 3'

Figure  4:  Flowchart  outlining  the  sequence  group 
selection procedure used during this project.
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Using  the  parts  at  hand  resulted  in  a  9x36  (3  PLUS  and  3  MINUS  probearms  in  all combinations including Duolink probes, and 6*6 detection oligo sites including Duolink detection oligonucleotide sequences) spreadsheet with simulated melting temperatures. Out of these 324 possible combinations the 20 combinations with lowest Tm and highest interconnection between probes were chosen for further  in silico evaluation, including the Duolink connector. Notes on Tm prediction: 
• The values of Tm lie between -27.3°C and +15.4°C. However they should not be interpreted  as  the  actual  melting  temperatures  of  the  strands,  as  these  will change when used in different buffers and concentration. They are meant to be used  as  a  comparison  of  sequence  complementarity  among  the  324  possible sequence combinations, this is the case for all Tm predictions during this project.

 3.2.3 Connector 2, Probes PLUS and MINUSEvery sequence included in a sequence group were likewise tested against its respective connector 1 sequence. Connector 2 with the lowest possible Tm, the PLA probe arms with the highest possible Tm against the correct hybridization sites and lowest possible when removing these sites in silico.Fortunately  18  of  the  20  sequence  groups  showed  no  exaggerated  complementarity (data not shown). Unfortunately the two that did, contained copies of one of the new PLUS probes and showed melting temperatures of over +40 °C between connector 1 and 2.  A  too  high  melting  temperature  to  be  of  further  use,  even  when  only  used  as  a  comparison as the other sequences showed values between -59.8°C and +7.6°C. 
 3.2.4 The final countdownIn order to be able to use these newly designed sequence in a multiplex system they cannot be complementary to each other, the resulting interference would corrupt the subsequent analysis. It is the role of bioinformatic to lessen the impact of poor design by predicting its failure, more so than a good design's success in my opinion, nothing works until it actually works. So  the  final  step  of  the  in  silico prediction  compares  the  Tm of  all  the  connector  1 
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sequences against all the others. From the resulting chart (table 1) you could determine which sequence groups has the potential to work in conjunction to create a multiplex-able assay setup.The annotations used for the Connector 1 sequences in the chart, and the rest of the  report, contain the specific sequence information that constitutes a sequence group. See the following example:     A 3 5 DA The first letter symbolizes a MINUS arm sequence (A-C, where C is the existing Duolink sequence) and its complementary parts on both connector 1 and 23 5 The  two  following  numbers  symbolizes  the  detection  probe  sequences  (1-6, where 5 and 6  are the existing Duolink sequences), hence which detection probes to be used with the sequence group.D The last  letter symbolizes a PLUS arm sequence (D-E,  where E is  the existing Duolink sequence) and its complementary parts on both connector 1 and 2. In short, these four letter codes contain the information needed to setup a multiplex assay using the in situ PLA technology. If you know the corresponding sequences that is. Of these 18 (17 excluding the existing Duolink sequence group) ten were tested in situ. These are shown in table 2 including the Duolink sequence group C56E and were chosen from the the chart (table 1) due to their low melting temperature against themselves and at least two other possible sequence groups that together would potentially work in a triplex. 
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Table  1: Comparison of Tm between 18 Connector 1 sequences in  °C, the lower the better.  Grayed out areas 
symbolizes sequences containing identical detection oligomer sequences, thus invalid choices for multiplexing. 
Light green areas show melting temperatures <0°C,  Yellow areas show 0°C <  Tm < 10 °C.  Teal and white areas 
show +10 °C < Tm < +20°C and +20°C < Tm  respectively.

Table 2: The final ten sequence groups and their Tm in °C used for in situ PLA testing, determined by in silico Tm 

prediction. Grayed out areas symbolizes sequences containing identical detection oligomer sequences, thus 
invalid choices for multiplexing. Light green areas show melting temperatures <0°C, Yellow areas show 0°C <  Tm 

< 10 °C. Teal and white areas show +10 °C < Tm < +20°C and +20°C < Tm  respectively.



 3.3 Conjugates for Multiplexed in situ PLA (Strong-arming biology)The complementary of the new probe arms to the existing Duolink probe arms used previously were removed and redesigned to mimic the existing PLA probe structure. The new probes were made by conjugating modified DNA oligomers (probe arms) to species specific  antibodies  using  an  internal  Olink  conjugation  protocol,  which  result  in  the antibody and oligonucleotide becoming covalently linked, creating a PLA probe. The species-specificity of the antibodies and oligonucleotide arms can be chosen to suit the assay in mind. During this project anti-chicken antibodies where used for the new probes  containing  probe  arm  sequences  A,  B  (MINUS)  and  D  (PLUS).  The  existing Duolink  probes  (C  MINUS,  and  E  PLUS)  were  available  as  different  species-specific  probes and used as needed.
 3.4 Primary Antibody TrialsOne of the main issues during this project was that there is no existing platform for  testing a multiplexed in situ PLA assay. A lot of the success or failure of this type of assay depends on the primary antibody's sufficient binding to the target antigen. A reliable primary  antibody  which  binding  affinity  should  be  stable  enough  to  be  comparable between assays would be the optimal choice for for this type of project. Unfortunately it  does not always exist. A lot of antibody suppliers (and researchers) swear by their antibodies as the pinnacle of  antibody specificity, production and purification. But when push comes to shove it all depends on how hard you shove, and how you use them. Due to the nature of biology being  quite  unpredictable,  it  is  difficult  to  get  comparable  and  reliable  quantitative results between assays when working with antibodies  in situ.8 Antigen amounts differ between cell types, age of samples, antigen types and half-life and so on.  An internal standard might alleviate some of these issues.During  this  project  many  primary  antibodies  are  tried  and  used  with  more  or  less success to determine the stability of the sequence groups developed, each and every trial  is not detailed in this report. The Duolink reagents being a released product are mostly used as a benchmark of antibody suitability and as a comparison to the results of new sequence groups.  Although when multiplexing it is often not possible to use the same primary antibody for different two sequence groups.
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 3.5 Duolink In situ PLA ProtocolThe Duolink protocol consists of iterations of the same basic procedure, that is;Add reagent → Incubate → Wash → iterate
That is basically it. 

The protocol used for this project in more detail are15;

• Add blocking solution to cell or tissue slide and incubate for 30 minutes in 37°C

• Add primary antibodies  in antibody diluent and incubate for 45 min in 37°C or over  
night in 4°C

◦ Wash with wash buffer A for 2*5 minutes

• Add 1:5 secondary antibody solution in antibody diluent and incubate for 60 min in  
37°C

◦ Wash with wash buffer A for 2*5 minutes

• Add 1:5  Ligation  Solution  in  high  purity  water  and 1:40  ligase,  incubate  for  30  
minutes in  37°C

◦ Wash with wash buffer A for 2*2 minutes

• Add 1:5 Amplification Solution in high purity water and 1:80 polymerase, incubate  
for 100 min in  37°C

◦ Wash with wash buffer B for 2*10 minutes followed by 1 minute in 1:100 wash  
buffer B

▪ Let slides dry in the dark

• Mount slides with mounting medium containing DAPI

• Analyze slides using a fluorescence microscope

Notes on protocol: 
• At no time, except after washing with 1:100 Wash buffer B, should the slides be let to dry.
• The amount of solution added to each sample or sample well is 40 µl per cm2
• The  concentration  of  the  primary  antibodies  depend  on what  antibodies  and what cell or tissue slides are used.
• The  Duolink reagent  kit  contain  the  necessary  buffers,  secondary  antibodies, 
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antibody diluent  and ligation/amplification solutions  to perform this  protocol. However  during  this  project  newly  designed  secondary  antibodies,  sequence groups and ligation/amplification solutions were used alongside or together with the existing products, without any other changes to the Duolink protocol.  
 3.6 Analysis of in situ PLA (Laying on of hands)

 3.6.1 Microscope and camera The microscope used to analyze cell sample slides was the Axio imaging M1 fluorescence microscope. Three fluorescence filters were used to detect; DAPI (~460nm emission) for detection  of  DAPI  stained  nucleus,  Rhodamine  (~563  nm  emission)  for  detection oligonucleotide  labeled  with  Atto-550,  and  GFP/FITC  filter  for  detection  of  Atto-488 labeled detection oligonucleotides. Pictures were taken with a AxioCam MRm utilizing the image capture software AxioVision version 4.7.1.During image capture, 3-5 images were taken on each well depending on assay setup or number of duplicates. The exposure time varied between 200-300ms for rhodamine and 1000-1200ms for GFP/FITC, set so that PLA signals were easily visible/distinguishable yet not overexposed. Each image consist of one layer in the focus plane (DAPI) and 15-20 layers separated by 0,475nm, 10 above and 10 below that plane (Rhodamine, GFP/FITC). In the multiplex trials both rhodamine and GFP/FITC filters were used on each image plane consecutively, otherwise one filter were used. 
Note: The exposure time and layer settings should not be, and were not, varied between  

experiments, wells or slides where the total signal amount or signal strength obtained from  

different sequence groups, antibodies or PLA probes were compared. A longer exposure  

time  for  an  inferior  sequence  group  and  a  shorter  for  another  could  result  in  the  

impression of the first generating stronger or more signal compared to the second, even  

though it is not. 

 3.6.2 Duolink Image ToolThe captured multilayer images were analyzed using Duolink Image Tool version 1.0.1.2.  The software detects local intensity maxima dependent on the manually set threshold, a lower threshold allows for weaker signals to be detected and a high threshold only allow the signals with high intensity to be detected. The nucleus is automatically detected from 
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the DAPI channel and the cytoplasm size estimated. The output data from an analysis  consist of signals per individual cell or an average of signals per cells in one image, the  more images from the same well the better the average. In the multiplex trials the two channels (red and green) were analyzed separately for each image.
Note: The manually set threshold should not be, and were not, varied when analyzing and  

comparing sequence groups using the same fluorophore, however it can be varied between  

the different fluorophores.

 3.7 Evaluation of Novel Sequence Groups

 3.7.1 Probe arm oligonucleotide only assaysThese trials were performed using PFA fixated SKBR3 cells on 8 well chamber slides. In order to investigate possible false positive signals arising from the new PLA probes self- hybridizing, both primary and secondary antibodies were omitted completely. Instead only the oligonucleotide probe arms where used. Otherwise the protocol was followed as previously described.
 3.7.2 Single recognition assaysThese trials were performed using PFA fixated SKBR3 cells on 8 well chamber slides and anti-TK1 primary antibodies raised in chicken. Novel PLA probes and sequence groups generated from the Tm predictions  were used with their  corresponding amplification solution.  The  fluorophore  used  was  Atto-488  green  coupled  to  the  detection oligonucleotides.
 3.8 Multiplex Assays

 3.8.1 Duplex: double single-recognition assayThese trials were also performed using SKBR3/PFA Her-2 array cell slides. The primary antibodies used were anti-TK1 and anti-H3 raised in chicken and rabbit respectively. By varying the  dilution of  one primary antibody while  keeping the  other  constant,  it  is possible to determine whether the increase or decrease in signal from one sequence group influence the amount of signal from the other.Sequence  groups  A11D  and  C56E  (Duolink)  were  used  with  species-specific  probes against  chicken  and  rabbit  respectively.  Atto-488  (green)  and  atto-550  (orange) fluorescent probes were used for detection oligonucleotide 1 and 5 6 respectively.
17



 3.8.2 Three primary antibodies, competitive assayIn these trials three different primary antibodies raised in different species were used against either three different protein targets thought to interact or all three against one protein target. Sequence groups C11D & C56E, C11E & B66E and C35D & C66E were used in pairs on  SKBR3/PFA Her-2 array cell slides. The two sequence groups in each pair share one of the PLA probes i.e. one of the primary antibodies.
 3.8.3 Three probes to one primary antibodyThis assay is a variant of the three primary antibody assay. Instead of relying on the primary antibodies binding correctly these assays use three PLA probes specific to the same species, thus needing only one primary antibody. Performed on SKBR3/PFA Her-2 array cell slides using the sequence group pairs  A11D & C56E, C11D & C56E, C11E & B66E and C35D & C66E. There is no important research application for this assay. It is performed as a 'proof of concept' type assay. By removing one unshared probe you can try and evaluate if it is possible for a PLA probe specific to one of the sequence groups to prime and give rise to RCA products from the other.
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 4 ResultsResults  obtained from  in situ PLA assays consisted of  PLA-signals  in cells  on sample slides  when viewed in a  fluorescence microscope.  Pictures  were taken and analysed using Duolink Image Tool. The image analysis software allow quantification of the result by determining the area of the nucleus, an estimation of cytoplasm size and counting of  PLA-signals. Signal strength threshold (TH) is user defined, as well as cytoplasm size if  needed. All results in this report are presented as number of signals per cell,  a mean value of the amount of signals in each cell within the cell population imaged. If not otherwise stated all negative controls are performed in parallel, using the same solutions,  following  the  same  protocol  and  on  the  same  sample  slide  as  the corresponding positive, using antibody diluent without primary antibody.
 4.1 Probe Arm Oligonucleotide Only AssaysResults from early experiments evaluating the tendency of the PLA Probes to contribute to  background signals  (false  positives)  is  shown in  figure  6.  Primary and secondary antibodies were omitted completely. Oligonucleotides were used as a replacement for PLA probes. Three different types of oligonucleotide design were tested consecutively and only the probes contributing least to background signals went through the redesign process and tested again. It is clear that probe pair 1.3 and 3.3 gave the least background. 

As previously explained the 1.3 PLUS probe arm were deemed unsatisfactory during the Tm predictions and were omitted from further trials. The annotations used for the probe arms are A:1.3 MINUS, B: 3.3 MINUS, C: Duolink MINUS, D: 3.3 PLUS, E Duolink PLUS.
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Figure 6: Results from probe arm oligonucleotide background trials. Oligonucleotide designs were used as 
PLA  probes  omitting  both  primary  and  secondary  antibodies.  Different  designs  of  probe  arm  pairs,  
annotated as  X.Y were X is the probe pair and Y is the design iteration, were evaluated consecutively.
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 4.2 Single Recognition AssaysNovel sequence groups and PLA probes were tested on SKBR3/PFA her2 array cell slides using the single recognition Duolink  in situ PLA protocol. The primary antibody  anti-Thymidine Kinase 1 (αTK1), raised in chicken, were used with two different dilutions. Figure 7 show the results of the ten sequence groups, and Duolink sequence group as  reference,  from  two  experiments  using  1:1000  and  1:3000  primary  Ab  dilution.  By increasing the Image tool threshold the relative signal strength between the sequence groups can be compared.

Sequence  group  C11D,  C35D  and  C11E  show remarkable  results  in  having  equal  or higher amount of signal than the Duolink sequences. C66E 1:3000 dilution show very poor  results,  this  is  due  to  poor  picture  quality  rendering  the  ImageTool  analysis  impossible, however the 1:1000 dilution indicates it is functioning properly. The same can not be said about B22D or A35E. No sequence group show any exaggerated amount of signal in the negative control wells.
 4.3 Duplex: Double Single-recognition AssayThe first part of the main goals of this project was to create a duplex able to recognize two different ligand targets or protein interactions. Sequence groups A11D, A33D and 
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Figure 7: Results from single recognition assays using novel sequence groups for multiplex-able in situ PLA. The 
red bars show the amount of signal using 1:1000 primary antibody dilution and the green bars show 1:3000 
dilution. The step-wise decrease in signal for the 1:3000 Ab dilution is due to the increase in threshold (TH). A  
slower decrease in signal amount indicate stronger fluorescent signals, either due to longer RCA products or  
stronger hybridization of detection oligonucleotides to the RCA product.



B22D  may  be  used  to  accomplish  this  when  used  in  conjunction  with  the  existing Duolink Sequence group (C56E) seeing how they do not share any sequence elements.A11D and C56E were tested for this purpose using SKBR3/PFA Her-2 array cell slides and αTK1, αH3 primary antibodies raised in chicken and rabbit respectively. PLA probes A&D  and  C&E  are  specific  towards  chicken  and  rabbit  respectively.  Detection oligonucleotide  1  are  coupled  to  the  green  fluorophore  Atto-488,  and  detection oligonucleotide 5,6 to the orange Atto-550. To determine whether or not the two sequence groups seemed to influence each others signal output the concentration of the primary antibodies were varied one at a time and the amount of signal compared. The results can be seen in figure 8 and example pictures in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Cut-outs of pictures taken for ImageTool analysis during duplex assay showing the varying amounts of  
signal when varying the primary antibody concentration. Dilution shown as (αTK1 green : αH3 orange) targeted 
by A11D and C56E respectively.
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Figure 8: Results from duplex using sequence groups A11D and C56E with probes specific to primary antibodies  
targeting TK1 and H3 respectively. The amount of signal is kept constant for one sequence group when altering 
the other's primary Ab concentration, indicating little or no interaction between the two systems. The numbers 
below the bars are the dilution of the corresponding primary Ab  αTK1:αH3 and the threshold used during 
ImageTool analysis.



 4.4 Three Primary Antibodies, Competitive AssayThe second part of the main goal was to create multiplex-able sequences allowing the detection of two separate target molecules interacting with a shared target. This can be accomplished using two sequence groups sharing one of their PLA probe arm sequences e.g. C11D & C56E sharing probe arm sequence C (Duolink PLA probe MINUS).Two  different  assays  were  tried,  one  using  three  primary  antibodies  against  three protein  targets  thought  to  interact,  namely  EGFR,  Her-2  and  Her-3,  raised  in  three different species. The second used three primary antibody against Her-2, raised in three different species.No  significant  amount  of  signal  were  obtained  from these  assays  (data  not  shown), either due to poor primary antibody-antigen binding, or the protein target actually not interacting in the case of three protein targets.  In the single protein target assay, the epitope  of  one  of  the  primary  antibodies  used  against  Her-2  was  located  on  the extracellular side of the plasma membrane, the opposite side of the other two. This could explain the poor signal amount for the system using the, in this case, extracellular PLA probe, due to the cellular membrane obstructing the oligonucleotide hybridization. The result  indicate,  however  poor,  that  the  sequence  pair  could  indeed  give  rise  to  PLA signals, but never when sharing the outlying PLA probe (data not shown).These  “maybe”  and  “could”  results  show  that  without  a  reliable  system  of  primary antibodies it is indeed difficult to perform a quantitative  in situ PLA, not to mention a multiplexed one, which is true for any immunoassay. 
 4.5 Three Probes to One Primary AntibodyA  'proof  of  concept'  assay  was  performed  using  three  or  four  PLA  probes  specific towards  only  one  primary  antibody,  eliminating  the  need  for  sufficient  protein interaction and primary antibody proximity.  The primary antibody and samples used was  αTK1 raised in chicken diluted 1:1000, on SKBR3/PFA her2-array cell slides. The sequence group pairs used was A11D & C56E (not sharing a probe), C11D & C56E, C11E & B66E and C35D & C66E.
Note: The randomness of the probes binding to primary antibodies, not the specificity but  

which of  the  probes  bind where,  makes  it  hard to  reliably  quantify  the  ratio  between  

signals.  This is  always the case when working with the single recognition assay and is  
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multiplied when adding another (or two) PLA probes. In worst case scenario no PLUS or  

MINUS probes share the same primary antibody resulting in no signal. However the law of  

large numbers says it is highly improbable. One major problem arises when trying to determine if  the connector 1 elements can hybridize to the wrong probe(s), or the sequence groups interact in an unintended way i.e. non functional as multiplex-able sequence groups. To solve this, one of the unshared probes are removed to examine if the sequence group dependent on it still results in an RCA product, thus reporting the wrong fluorescent signals. The results shown in figure 9 show no sign of the connector 1 oligonucleotides being able  to  hybridize  and  produce a  RCA product  with  the  wrong PLA probe.  Note  that connector 2 oligonucleotides hybridize to PLA probes independently of connector 1 and does not influence whether or not connector 1 can bind (except if connector 1 hybridize  to the connector 2 part of the probe arm in which case no DNA circle can be formed anyway). 
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    A11D & C56E          C11D & C56E            C35D & C66E C11E & B66E

Figure  10:  Pairs of sequence groups working in multiplex.  Four, three or two PLA probes specific towards 
chicken antibodies targeting αTK1 on SKBR3/PFA her2 array cell slides. No signal is seen from sequence groups 
in wells not containing both PLA probes PLUS and MINUS inherent of that system.



 5 Discussion
 5.1 In silico Tm Prediction of DNA OligomersBeing a strictly theoretical procedure, the Tm prediction presented in this report should be taken with a grain of salt when used as a  in situ PLA sequence building tool. When working  with  nucleotide  oligomers  it  is  always  important  to  keep  track  of  melting temperatures and complementary regions, however, using a strictly “optimal sequence group” might not necessarily result in the optimal PLA result.  Some complementarity within a RCA product will  result in a smaller and brighter fluorescent spot,  which is  preferable. As has been mentioned before in this report, the predicted temperatures should also not be interpreted at face value as the actual melting temperatures between strands, as these differ when in different concentrations and buffers. The predicted temperatures are a means of comparing sequence similarity and to narrow down which parts to be used with other parts without to much unwanted complementarity. However,  what is presented here is a novel way of approaching  in situ PLA sequence design. Instead of trying hundreds or even thousands of sequence groups in expensive in  

situ trials  before  finding  a  working  design,  one  can  narrow  it  down  to  what  might actually work using bioinformatic tools. Of the ten novel sequence groups tried during this project, the first assay yielded, preliminarily, at least six working sequence groups when in comparison with the existing Duolink product (figure 7), a remarkable success rate. Of course when following this procedure one risks missing out on potentially working sequence groups that show to high predicted Tm but might work marvelously in situ. One has  to  consider  the  time  and  cost  of  trying  all  possible,  or  a  larger  portion  of,  combinations versus the actual gain of possibly getting “the best” sequence group. The results speak for them selves, apparently its not necessary to go overboard, what works works when working wonders.
 5.2 Multiplexed in situ PLA AssaysAt the beginning of this project there were no evidence of this type of multiplexed in situ PLA working or not, with multiple PLA probes targeting multiple primary antibodies, it had not been done before. The first step was to evaluate several novel sequence groups 
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using the single recognition assay to,  at first,  establish which sequence groups could produce PLA signals at all. Fortunately several sequence groups did not only produce signals, but did so showing high enough signal intensity and amount to be comparable to the existing Duolink product (figure 7).  However a result  showing a high number of signals does not necessarily constitute a good in situ PLA sequence group. Several of the sequence groups in these first trials showed significantly lower intensity than  Duolink,  but  still  high  enough  to  produce  distinguishable  signals.  As  a  result consideration had to be taken to also incorporate the intensity of the PLA signals and general  reproducibility  of  each  group.  As  a  general  rule  of  thumb  though,  using  an appropriate exposure time and setting the threshold high enough during analysis one can separate the “strong” sequence groups from the “weak”.One  such  “strong”  sequence  group  is  A11D,  it  was  used  in  the  duplex  trials  in conjunction with Duolink (C56E), to establish whether or not the two sequence groups would influence each others signal output or intensity. The important thing is not that the amount of signal is at an even level between the two groups, that is just a matter of  primary antibody dilution.  But rather that  when increasing the concentration of  one primary antibody,  hence the signal  increase,  the amount of  signal  or intensity of  the other does not change, as seen in figure 8 and 9. This conclusion is further supported by the results obtained from the experiment using multiple PLA probes specific toward one species  of  primary  antibody.  As  seen  in  figure  10,  the  A11D  &  C56E  pair  show  no indication  of  being  able  to  hybridize  to  the  wrong  PLUS  probes  and  enable  RCA. However,  as  the  attentive  reader  might  have noticed it  can not  be  ruled out,  in  this particular  experiment,  that  the  sequence  groups  are  able  to  hybridize  to  the  wrong MINUS  probe.  Due  to  the  stable  amount  of  signal  between  the  wells  this  is  rather unlikely.The results concerning the other sequence pairs (C11D & C56E, C35D & C66E and C11E & B66E) in figure 10 is similar, no sequence groups show any indication of being able to hybridize and produce an RCA product with the wrong probe. However the difference in  signal amount between the three-probe wells and two-probe wells is alarming at first. It  seems to indicate a signal decrease when removing a probe that has nothing to do with the  sequence  group  producing  signals.  This  could  be  explained  in  part  by  the randomness  of  the  probes  binding  to  the  primary  antibody,  resulting  in  differing 
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amounts of  signal.  However,  the rather drastic  decrease in some cases could also be explained by hybridization of the connector oligomers to the shared probe. Even though for example probe D is removed from the C11D & C56E pair, the connector oligomer inherent of C11D are still in the solution hybridizing to the C probe, taking up space for the C56E connectors so to speak. In fact there are 50% of connector oligomers not being able to produce a DNA circle, which increases the randomness of the assay. The assay shows however that it  is  indeed possible to produce two distinct PLA signals from a three probe system.Of  course  the  lack of  a  working three-protein interaction system during  this  project make it hard (impossible) to show that the system would work as intended, using three probes  raised  in  different  species  targeting  three  primary antibodies.  A  step  in  that direction could have been to use the double recognition assay for each of the sequence  groups in turn. But, It is not the sequence groups in themselves that are failing, when in  proximity they reliably produce PLA signals with low background, which was the aim of this project.A final note, at the beginning of this report, evaluation of a potential internal standard was mentioned. The work has begun, but as of yet no results from experiments utilizing multiplexed in situ PLA are ready for disclosure. 
 6 ConclusionA novel way of approaching oligonucleotide sequence design for  in situ PLA has been explained. A way of using  in silico prediction for DNA strand melting temperatures to increase the likelihood of success at minimal cost and time spent has been utilized.A novel multiplexed in situ PLA system has been developed at Olink Bioscience using the above mentioned method. Two types of DNA oligomer sequence constellations and PLA probes has been developed to be used in conjunction with the existing Duolink product. One as a duplex system targeting two different ligands in a double single-recognition assay,  or  used  as  a  means  of  investigating  two  separate  protein  interaction,  or  a combination of both. The  other  sharing  one  species  specific  PLA  probe  to  enable  double  recognition investigation  of  two  different  interaction  partners  to  a  shared  target.  Or  as  a  single 
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recognition detection of the shared target and a double recognition investigation with a potential interaction partner.
 7 Future Perspectives and Development of Multiplex PLAAs far as the multiplex-able in situ PLA has come during this project it is still not quite over the finish line. There are still evaluations to be done, on how robust the systems are on different types of cell slides or in tissues, when used with PLA probes specific to other species, and using other fluorophores. Some of this work has already begun. Although the duplex system looks very promising, trials aimed at evaluating the three target  assay  are  needed.  Using  a  system  of  interacting  proteins  and  corresponding primary antibodies stable enough to allow sufficient evaluation of the actual multiplex system.The work continues after this degree project, and in some form or shape I am certain  that a stable working multiplex PLA system as reliable as Duolink will be seen in the near future. 
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